OPT/CPT/AT

Yale Graduates

After graduating from Yale, you will not have access to update your address in SIS and so must report it in your OISS Connect account:

- [Yale Graduate on OPT](https://connect.oiss.yale.edu/index.cfm?FuseAction=Students.Apply&Program_ID=10008&RequiredProfile=1)
- [Yale Graduate on STEM OPT](https://oiss.yale.edu/immigration/f-1-students/employment/optional-practical-training/stem-opt-extension/reporting-requirements)
- [Yale Graduate on AT](https://yalesurvey.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_9NSnYUPLjWXMU0B)

Non-Yale Graduates

Non-Yale Graduates on OPT, AT or CPT must still report address updates to the institution listed on their I-20/DS-2019.
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